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Crises happen again and again  

High risk for equities 

Investors betting on global equities using the «buy & hold» strategy in the past have always been con-

fronted with large fluctuations (volatility). Investors had to accept a high level of risk to achieve a corres-

ponding return.  

 

Reason: Crises 

Over the past 20 years, we have experienced three «black swans» (exceptional events): the Asian financi-

al crisis of 1998, the bursting of the internet bubble in 2000, and the worldwide financial crisis in 2008. 

 

The crash happens fast, and recovery takes time. 

Stock market crashes lead to high losses in a short period of time: During the global financial crisis in 

2008, the global equity index MSCI All Country World Index lost 58% of its value in one year and four 

months. To achieve the same index level again, the market had to climb 136%, which took more than four 

years. 

Crashes and recoveries of the MSCI All Country World Index (global equity market, illustrative)  
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Better returns by avoiding bear markets 

There is a better way.  

Research has shown that returns increased over the long run and risk (volatility) is reduced if market 

slumps (bear markets) could be avoided. Investors anticipating the risks of a possible market slump and 

reducing the weights of equities accordingly before it was too late were compensated with significantly 

higher returns for their equity risk. While the global equity market MSCI All Country World Index with a 

«buy & hold» strategy achieved a return of 7.85% p.a. since 1993, the same index more than doubled with 

a gain of 16.94% p.a. by avoiding the three bear markets.  

31.12.1992 to 31.12.2014 MSCI All Country World Index 
MSCI All Country World Index 
Without bear markets 

Return p.a.   7.85% 16.94% 

Volatility p.a. 16.39% 12.04% 

MSCI All Country World Index with and without bear markets (illustrative) 
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NEUE BANK traffic light 

Systematic risk control 

How can major bear markets be detected? 

In today's media age, it is becoming increasingly difficult for market observers to keep track of what's 

going on. While it used to be difficult for individual investor groups to get current data from the financial 

world, investors are now flooded with information. The NEUE BANK AG therefore uses a proprietary filter 

to optimise its investment decisions. In addition to current economic data, the assessment includes com-

pany valuations, trend indicators, risk measurements, and insights from behavioural finance. Using experi-

ence from the past, critical points were quantified in the measured data where – generally major – market 

turnarounds occurred. The results are delivered in the form of a traffic light in red, yellow, or green. If the 

signal is red, the advice is to distribute assets in a defensive, tactical way. If the signal is green, it is 

recommended to include or increase riskier assets. The signals are not designed to take advantage of mi-

nor fluctuations. Investors wishing to invest in assets that exhibit greater fluctuation ranges must be willing 

to accept a certain degree of volatility. The NEUE BANK traffic light is intended to detect especially major 

movements that are also referred to as «primary trends» in chart-technical terms.  

MSCI All Country World Index and the NEUE BANK traffic light 
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PRIMUS-Mandates with the NEUE BANK traffic light 
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The NEUE BANK traffic light is used to control risk in the entire portfolio (in the case of equity mandates) 

or to manage ranges in mixed mandates. While in the case of a pure equity mandate, the traffic light con-

trols the weight of equities between 0% and 100% depending on the risk phase, tactical overweights and 

underweights in riskier assets (e.g., equities, high-yield bonds, convertible bonds) are determined within 

the defined ranges for mixed mandates. The NEUE BANK traffic light is used for the following investment 

solutions:  

 

Fixed Income 

PRIMUS-ACTIVE Fixed Income 
PRIMUS-ACTIVE Indexfunds Fixed Income 
PRIMUS-ETHICS Fixed Income (SRI) 

 

 

Mixed Mandates Income 

PRIMUS-ACTIVE Income 
PRIMUS-ACTIVE Indexfunds Income 
PRIMUS-ETHICS Income (SRI) 

 

 

Mixed Mandates Balanced 

PRIMUS-ACTIVE Balanced 
PRIMUS-ACTIVE Indexfunds Balanced 
PRIMUS-ETHICS Balanced (SRI) 

 

 

Mixed Mandates Dynamic 

PRIMUS-ACTIVE Dynamic 
PRIMUS-ACTIVE Indexfunds Dynamic 
PRIMUS-ETHICS Dynamic (SRI) 

 

 

World Equities 

PRIMUS-ACTIVE World Equities 
PRIMUS-ACTIVE Indexfunds Equities 
PRIMUS-ETHICS World Equities (SRI) 

Investment objective:  interest, capital preservation, low risk 

Investment horizon:  up to 3 years 

Equity exposure:  0% 

Investment objective:  interest, capital preservation, small risk 

Investment horizon:  3 to 5 years 

Equity exposure:  0% to 30% 

Investment objective:  interest, capital growth, medium risk 

Investment horizon:  5 to 8 years 

Equity exposure:  0% to 55% 

Investment objective:  capital growth, increased risk 

Investment horizon:  8 to 10 years 

Equity exposure:  0% to 75% 

Investment objective:  capital growth, high risk 

Investment horizon:  10 years or more 

Equity exposure:  0% to 100% 

5%

95%

Liquidity Bonds Equities Alternative investments
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Investment process and methodology 

The structured investment process adopts a top-down approach. At regular meetings, the investment 

committee discusses the individual decision criteria for the NEUE BANK Traffic Signal and, on the basis of 

the resulting signal, defines the tactical weight of the assets. In a next step, the respective analyses are 

carried out for the selection of the assets.  The portfolios and the NEUE BANK Traffic Signal are monito-

red on a daily basis.  

Investment committee

Decision criteria

Technical analysis Behavioral finance

Asset Allocation

Asset selection

FundsBonds

Portfolio construction and monitoring

Composed of experts from the entire bank, chaired by the Chief 
Investment Officer.

NEUEBANK traffic lights

Economic analysis

Valuation analysis State of the market

Equities

Strategic asset allocation
Asset classes and regions

Tactical asset allocation
Deviations from the strategy

Portfolio management

Core-satellite  
approach

Best-in-class 
analyses

Quantitative 
analyses
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Core-Satellite-Approach 

Our investment solutions are implemented according to the core-satellite approach. The distribution into a 

broadly diversified core investment (core) offering a basic return with sufficient security and into several 

smaller individual investments (satellites) used to increase return make up the centrepiece of this ap-

proach. 

The core investments defined by us include fixed 

income investments in the reference currency, na-

tional and international equity investments, and 

alternative investments in non-traditional funds. 

In fixed income, satellite investments are invest-

ments in high-yield and convertible bonds; in equi-

ties, they are investments in various topics (e.g., 

value, dividend strategy, second-tier stocks); and 

in alternative investments, they are positions in 

real estate, commodities, or listed private equity. 

Best-in-Class-Approach 

To ensure optimal implementation of the core-satellite strategy, we also use investment funds. When se-

lecting these funds, we employ a strict best-in-class approach. I.e., we select those funds that have achie-

ved the best results in recent years over an extended time period. We prefer funds with a long comparison 

period. We also make sure that the funds have a certain fund volume so that it is no problem to exit them.  
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Disclaimer 

NEUE BANK AG • Marktgass 20 • Postfach 1533 • 9490 Vaduz  • Principality of Liechtenstein  

Phone. +423 236 08 08 • Fax +423 232 92 60 • info@neuebankag.li • www.neuebankag.li 

This publication is intended exclusively for your information and is not an offer for the purchase or sale of securities. It describes 

value based goals that we attempt to reach for like-minded clients. Whether we can support you in your personal financial goals 

depends on your individual risk appetite, your financial objectives as well as the legal constraints of the country of your domicile, 

in particular with respect to the financial instruments to be invested in. Therefore we recommend that you discuss the solution 

mentioned with your financial consultant and have possible tax consequences checked out by your tax accountant. The figures 

shown are based on actual performance results of the portfolio management mandate in the currency displayed. Past perfor-

mance is not a reliable indicator of future performance and results. Future price and exchange rate fluctuations can impact on 

your return in your domestic currency. Performance data used in the tables is gross of fees (specification available from your cli-

ent adviser) and do not reflect the impact of your personal taxes. The benchmark is composed of strategically weighted indices of 

the particular five asset categories liquidity, bonds, shares regional (Switzerland, Europe, USA), shares global and alternative 

investments. This information is given without a guarantee. This brochure may not be reproduced, duplicated or passed on wit-

hout the prior consent of NEUE BANK AG. In case of its dissemination relevant national legislation must be adhered to. 


